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Student Award Winners

Office of the Provost – Award for Scholarship

Outstanding Scholarship – ($250)
Tim O’Brien and Katlin Lambert
“Taking Back the American Vote: A Case for Drawing Congressional Lines.”

Honorable Mention – ($125)
Jeffrey Baker and Jon Hoecker Jr.
“Native Language Detection with JGAAP.”

Honorable Mention – ($125)
Vincent P. Lamperski
“St. Bernard’s Church: A Public Historian’s Perspective.”

Honor’s College – Outstanding Poster

Outstanding Poster – ($250)
“Perspectives on Ecotourism in Belize.”

Phi Kappa Phi – Award for Research

Outstanding Research – ($500)
Lorren Kezmoh
“Spectral tuning of Inia goffrensis Opsin Genes.”

Honorable Mention – ($250)
Jennifer Hornyak
“Recovery and Analysis of Nuclear DNA from Charred Muscle and Tendon Tissue using White Tailed Deer as an Animal Model.”

Honorable Mention – ($250)
Elleen Johnson and Kelli Clark
“Wounded Warriors: Challenges, Barriers, and Supports.”
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